Plant, weed, water, blog … blog!

By Beth Botts
Tribune staff reporter

Stop right in to our garden. Our garden blog, that is, The Chicago Gardener. You’ll find it at www.chicagotribune.com/chicagogardener and we hope you’ll visit often.

Main blogger: Me (although the rest of the Home&Garden staff may chime in). I think of myself as a proprietress towards a good for the blog, in it for it to be practical and useful as you, blogger/bloomers,忠于到Chicago gardeners. I hope that bringing all of you other gardeners around here to help me do it, with your comments, advice, tips, agreement or disagreement (or all know there is plenty of room for disagreement about gardening.)

I’m concerned that blog because we felt there was a need for a place for Chicago gardeners to go to
grow their ideas and accumulated knowledge about what works in our climate and where we do our thing; city gardens, rooftop gardens, bathtub gardens, getting set.

As far as I’m concerned, you’re a
habit we have a houseplant, or a front yard, or a backyard or an apartment, or you only dream of gardening or are figuring out how to get started.

My garden? Well, it runs along the north side of a four-story apartment building, which means mostly shade. It’s about 150 square feet, with a bit of sun toward
the east, or if you only dream of gardening or are figuring out how to get started.

We’ve started this blog because we felt there was a need for a place for Chicago gardeners to go to grow their ideas and accumulated knowledge about what works in our climate and where we do our thing; city gardens, rooftop gardens, bathtub gardens, getting set.

You’ll find it at www.chicagotribune.com/chicagogardener.